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Welcome
We are proud of this auction team line-up, considering the hurdles that they have been over 
in the last couple of years, it is a good example of the cream rising to the top demonstrating 
their constitution and doing ability to get to this point.

From early weaning and hand feeding them, to then being put out in a below average winter 
season, and finally enjoying a late break in 2021 they have done well to get to this point.  
They are a true representation of the 60 plus years of breeding behind the Dangarfield herd - 

PACKED WITH PERFORMANCE AND BACKED BY FERTILITY.
We would like to take this chance to thank all of the people who have helped us throughout 
the year.  From our loyal and dedicated staff, to friends and family who have stood by us 
with what we are trying to achieve, and the staff at SGBAA, THANK YOU!

If you would prefer to come for an inspection prior to the sale please contact us.  We would 
be only to happy to show you around and talk one on one.  It is always easier and more 
relaxed than actual sale day.

Keep an eye out for each individual bull’s online video footage in early September.  

Hope to see you on sale day . . . 

At this stage we are planning to run our regular on property sale - as close to normal as 
possible, with the regulated COVID19 restrictions in place.  We will be conducting the 
auction in conjunction with the online Elite Livestock Auctions format.  

Thank you for showing interest in our cattle and what we are doing here at Dangarfield.  

Regards, 
Ben and Amanda Adams, and Family

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT “KINGSWOOD”   
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 22ND FOR A 12PM START

On behalf of our family, we would like to welcome you  
to sale number 33.

How good is it to currently be enjoying being part of the Australian Beef Industry?

Most weeks there seems to be records broken somewhere.  Replacement heifer sales 
have been seen to surpass their vendors steer portions, and early bull sale results are 
showing the desire for herd rebuilding finally taking place.  It is great to see producers 
being rewarded for their past investments in quality genetics and their efforts to get to 
this point after previous tough years.

With improved seasons in most areas, we dare to dream just how long this could last.  With 
world stock numbers so low my prediction is it will be here to stay for a good while yet.

At the recent Prime Cattle Championships held at Beef 2021 earlier this year we were 
proud of the cattle exhibited by our local area and clients.  The open market auction results 
that followed the judging was probably the most satisfying aspect for us, with some pens 
carrying our genetics selling for some of the highest cents per kilo from their respected 
classes.  Its the consistent results with our genetics that keeps us in the pursuit of pushing 
for better genetics to be available for our clients.  Well done to all involved.
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Selling AgentsSelling Agents
HOW TO REGISTER with
ELITE LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS

Elite Livestock Auctions  ABN 19 604 627 607

 340 Curtin Avenue West, Eagle Farm QLD 4009

Simply go to
www.elitelivestockauctions.com.au
using your desktop, laptop, iPad,  
iPhone or android device

1 Once an account has been created  
you are all “Set to Bid”7

Click on the “Sign Up”  page / link2
Each auction can then be viewed 
by clicking  “Live Auction” logo on 
the Elite Livestock Auctions website

8

You will then be notified by email that 
an account has been created6

At the completion of the auction,  
invoicing will be carried out as per  
your registration details by the  
Selling Agents.

12

 1300 15 31 35    07 3041 5053 
 www.elitelivestockauctions.com.au

Welcome to the new age of selling livestock in 
Australia and “Happy Bidding” 

Create a bidding profile using the  
bidder registration page.
(You can either register as a livestock 
agent, company or private buyer.)

3
Once you receive email notification 
that your account has been created
please go to the sale you wish to bid 
at and click “Request to Bid”

9

Click “Register”5
On Sale day simply login, click
“Enter Auction” on the catalogue
page and you can start bidding.
(There is no need for software download)

11

Agree to the Elite livestock Auctions
Terms & Conditions and the Selling 
Agents Sale Terms & Conditions as 
printed in the official Sale Catalogue

4
The sale agents will then approve  
your application to bid and on the  
sale catalogue you will see  
“ Bid Request Approved” 

10

Having trouble registering and logging in? 
Contact Elite Livestock Auctions

1300 15 31 35

NUTRIEN
TAROOM P: 4627 3255
Cameron Phillips 0418 149 478 cameron.phillips@nutrien.com.au
Lachlan Darr 0448 848 034 lachlan.darr@nutrien.com.au

WANDOAN P: 4627 4433
Joe Keppel 0427 274 299 joseph.keppel@nutrien.com.au
Pat Weldon 0419 616 001 patrick.weldon@nutrien.com.au

ROCKHAMPTON
Dane Peace 0439 917 428 dane.pearce@nutrien.com.au

STUD STOCK TOOWOOMBA P: 4637 3000
Colby Ede 0427 265 980 colby.ede@nutrien.com.au

TOPX
TAROOM/WANDOAN P: 4628 6072
Tony Pearce 0459 632 443 pearce@topx.com.au
Jay Pearce 0427 024 581 pearcej@topx.com.au

ROMA P: 4622 7077
Cyril Close  0428 222 308 close@topx.com.au

GDL
TAROOM P: 4627 3027
Graeme McAdam 0428 273 028 graeme.mcadam@gdlrural.com.au
Jordan Wenham 0437 715 017 jordan.wenham@gdlrural.com.au

WANDOAN 
Will Loudon  0459 149 890 will.loudon@gdlrural.com.au

ROMA P: 4622 7799
Geoff Maslen 0427 697 527 geoff.maslen@gdlrural.com.au
Nick Shorten 0429 624 091 nick.shorten@gdlrural.com.au 

MITCHELL
Jason Belz 0428 221 586 jason.belz@gdlrural.com.au

STUD STOCK  P: 4669 6955
Peter Brazier 0407 525 983 peter.brazier@gdlrural.com.au
Mark Duthie 0448 016 950 mark.duthie@gdlrural.com.au
Harvey Weyman-Jones 0414 941 788 harvey.weymanjones@gdlrural.com.au
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Introduction
Dangarfield bulls have gone to 5 states and territories within Australia, and semen being 
exported to 5 countries around the world.  We constantly get feedback about their fertility 
and doing ability off pasture.  

It has been very gratifying over the last couple of years, but in particular of late, on the 
positive feedback about the daughters our bulls are providing their respective herds.  
From a lift in conception rates, to milking ability and overall performance, this feedback is 
always appreciated.  Although, it doesn’t surprise me, after all our herd has been strictly 
managed along these traits for over 6 decades.  To see clients cattle performing above 
expectations in any area gives us a greater thrill than watching our own cattle performing 
well.  Over the last 12 years, 91% of our sales at auction have gone to repeat clientele. 

We strive to produce cattle with low birth weight, rapid growth, with the constitution 
and ability to easily put on condition off pasture, and backed by high fertility and good 
temperament.  

Our herd has been developed on these 
standards for longer than we have been 
around and it will continue to be pressured 
to achieve all of these goals.

When purchasing our cattle you can be 
confident with generations of fertile and 
efficient cattle that are backed by accurate 
information, as well as our stud, family and 
personal reputation.

Feedback on your purchases and their  
progeny is always welcome. 

Since the purchase of Dangarfield in 1947, we have always 
strived to breed quality, highly fertile cattle that are easy-
doing with a good temperament, therefore making them 
easy and efficient to manage while increasing profits with 
lower input costs.  We believe that the draft of bulls this year 
reflects these goals well.

The stud was founded in 1983 after running a pure Santa Gertrudis commercial herd for 
over 30 years, and strict criteria is maintained to keep them producing at an optimum.  
Our motto, ‘Calf or Carcass’ has been enforced for over 45 years.  

Without high fertility, calving ease, correct structure and docility the longevity of a breeding 
herd is compromised.  There is a cost of raising a female through to weaning her own first 
calf and this is spread over the number of calves produced in her lifetime.  Maximising her 
longevity reduces her total running cost and boosts your profits.  

The vast majority of our heifers are joined at an average of 12 months of age, with the 
exception of ET and IVF progeny that are outside our natural calving period.  Droughts and 
early weaning over the last couple of rough seasons has also seen us hold some heifers 
back for another year before mating.

All females need to calve unassisted and must go in calf each year thereafter, or be turned 
over to carcass.  There are only 2 ways that a cow doesn’t make you money annually:  she 
dies, or you don’t sell her if she fails to reproduce.  Our stud herd is joined in a combination 
of single and multiple sire paddocks.  Further to this, we are fully committed to IVF programs 
throughout the year.  For a cow to be considered for the donor program she must first have 
a proven track record for consistent early calving and quality progeny.  Ideally her dam 
would also have an impressive track record.  There are 14 bulls throughout this offering 
for your competition from our leading donor cows. 

For each sale bull, their dam’s natural calving dates and average calving interval (ACI) 
have been supplied.  The calving interval is calculated automatically by HerdMaster from 
when her first calf is born.  It is the average number of days between natural calving dates 
across a dam’s breeding lifespan.  As with all averages, it becomes a stronger indicator 
when more progeny are recorded.  We have decided to supply this data in our catalogue 
because we believe they are among some of the best within the breed.

“GO ALONE 
AND YOU MAY 

GO FAR, GO 
TOGETHER AND 
YOU BOTH WILL 

GO FURTHER”
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Treatment HistoryNotice to Buyers
INSTRUCTIONS TO BUYERS

In the interest of all buyers, all instructions covering the delivery of cattle purchased at 
this sale MUST be given in writing and signed by the buyer or their representative.  The 
agents responsible for the books will provide a form for this purpose.

TRANSPORT
Transport is available from ‘Kingswood’.  All bulls delivered, at purchaser’s risk, to saleyards 
at Roma, Moura, Eidsvold, Miles or similar distances and enroute if possible.

REBATE
A rebate of 3% will be allowed to agents introducing buyers in writing 48 hours prior to the 
sale and making settlement on their behalf within 7 days of the sale.

REFRESHMENTS
Morning tea and lunch will be available at ‘Kingswood’. 

ACCOMMODATION
Places to stay in Taroom 
Leichhardt Hotel Motel 07 4627 3137 
Cattle Camp Motel 07 4627 3412 
Country Rest Cabins 07 4627 3378 

INSPECTION
Inspection of cattle may be arranged any time prior to the sale.

AIRSTRIP DETAILS

Licensed Taroom-Wandoan Airstrip (23km from Taroom) 
Longitude: 149° 48’ 0” E  Latitude: 25° 39’ 0” S  
For further details contact:  Western Downs Regional Council 1300 268 624

DISCLAIMER
Every care has been taken in compiling this catalogue to ensure accuracy of information 
supplied, but no responsibility is accepted for any errors which may have occurred.

INJURY TO PERSON OR PROPERTY
All persons who attend the Sale do so at their own risk and the vendors assume no liability 
or responsibility, legal or otherwise, for any accident, injury or infection which may occur.

HEALTH

The herd is TB and Brucellosis free. 
The herd is a Level 6 J-BAS. 
‘Kingswood’ is a tick-free area.

TREATMENT HISTORY 

All bulls have passed a crush-side semen test and Lab tested morphology.

Noted below are the treatments each sale bull has received throughout the course of their life:

May-Jun 2019: All breeders PTIC received:   7-in-1 booster 
Pestiguard booster

Nov-Dec 2019: All calves branded received: 5-in-1

Jan-Feb 2020: All  calves weaned and received:  Booster 5-in-1 
Ivomec Pour-On

Jun 2020: All bulls received 1 dose:  Botulism 
3-Germ Blood

Oct 2020:   Initial 7in1 - 3-day - Vibro  
Decotomax Injectible

Nov 2021:   Booster 7in1 - 3-day - Vibro

Apr 2021:   Crushside Semen and Lab Morphology tested  
Decotomax Injectible

	 Classification	and	sale	team	selected

Jun 2021:   Coopers Easy Dose Pour-On

  All bulls started on sale preparation in open grass paddocks and are made to walk 1km 
from feed to water

Jul 2021:   Coopers Stampede Pour-On

Sep 2021:   Scrotal Measured, Weigh, Muscle and Fat Scan

WE ARE COMMITTED TO SELLING THE BEST BULLS THAT WE CAN,  
AS HEALTHY AS WE CAN, AND THE REST IS UP TO YOU.



Reference Sires
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Reference Sires
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION 
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR J170  
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21 
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

Jaguar impressed us as he continued to grow out into one of our largest sires.  He has bred consistent progeny with high 
growth calves that have that little bit extra bone, dark in colour and slick coated just like himself. 
He had an extremely high libido and good serving ability. From the paddock that he was first joined in we sent away 26 hair 
samples for DNA Sire Verification resulting in 18 of them being sired by him. Not a bad effort considering there were another 
4 sires in the paddock that season!!

Last season Jaguar succumbed to a hip injury and he had to be sold. This will be his second final offering with his last crop 
currently weaned.

To date, 2 sons and 1 grandson have been retained. At auction, 19 sons have averaged over $11 500 to top at $30 000.

TEN SONS represented at lots 6, 17, 19, 23, 26, 42, 43, 45, 49 and 51.

The powerhouse of the Dangarfield sire battery!!!

The most decorated individual that we have ever exhibited in the show ring. In a 2 year period he was exhibited at 8 shows 
and awarded 16 individual broad ribbons. Added to that a further 7 broad ribbons that he helped win as the lead member 
of our exhibitor groups. 

Supreme Exhibit of Wandoan Show, Tropical and Interbreed Champion at Springsure and Emerald Shows and Reserve Senior 
Champion Santa Gertrudis Bull at Beef 2018 - were some of his individual highlights.

For such a large sire, he moves with ease and is a pleasure to sit back and watch. Zulu commands attention when you inspect 
him in the paddock and he demands the respect from the other sires, who give him all the space he needs in the spell paddock 
in the off season. In the joining season he dominates his cow herd and covers a lot of country. 

Zulu is breeding the bone, scale, frame and consistency into his progeny that we were expecting. To date, 5 sons have 
averaged over $6 400 and topped at $10 000.

Zulu’s dam, Dangarfield 0322 was just another example of our consistent Warrillee Vernon females, with great body shape and 
perfect udder structure. 0322 produced 8 natural calves, with a 360 ACI, plus 4 IVF calves, 2 of which are catalogued in this sale.

0322’s dam, Dangarfield 9226 was also a top producing cow who delivered 11 natural progeny with a 367 ACI.

We currently have Zulu at Kingswood for the off season if you would like to inspect him.

FIFTEEN SONS represented at lots 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 20, 25, 36, 60, 64 and 65

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
DANGARFIELD ZULU  
  WARRILLEE VERNON
 DANGARFIELD 0322 
  DANGARFIELD 9226

DANGARFIELD ZULU
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Reference SiresReference Sires
DANGARFIELD TORNADO

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)		
  DANGARFIELD 0131 
DANGARFIELD TORNADO   
  WAVE HILL MANILLA 
 DANGARFIELD 2710  
  DANGARFIELD 0316

Tornado was retained from the first crop of Quarterback (P) progeny. 
He won many championships in his 2 years on the show circuit, including Beef Week 2012 and the 8th Santa Gertrudis 
World Congress held in Brisbane in 2012. 
His dam, Dangarfield 2710 was a great looking cow with a strong track record, she had 7 calves with a 370 ACI. All 4 of her 
sons classified with 3 going to auction to average $8 000, and 1 daughter was retained in the stud.
We are impressed by how Tornado has reproduced consistently within his progeny.  His daughters are now among some of our 
best cows, with style, character, and fertility all in the one package. They are starting to make their own mark not only within 
our herd but also for other studs that have used his semen. Feedback from those who have seen his daughters comment on 
what a great line they are. A number of these daughters have been placed in our donor program. 
Earlier this year, at the Sydney Royal Easter Show a Tornado daughter, Belmore Redemption (P) won Supreme Exhibit - quiet 
an amazing achievement considering she was the Junior Champion at only 13 months of age. Congratulations to the 
Shannon Family. 
Two sons and one grandson have been retained. Tornado has sold 39 sons at auction to top at $19 000, and average just 
over $8 900. Tornado was sold in 2020 and his final offering will be available in 2022.
Semen from Tornado has been exported to South Africa, Namibia and New Zealand.

ONE SON can be found at lot 35.

DANGARFIELD QUARTERBACK (P)

	 	 WACO	JACK	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)		
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)	
DANGARFIELD QUARTERBACK (P)   
	 	 SANTA	PARK	FLICKER	
 DANGARFIELD 0131 
  DANGARFIELD 1166

Quarterback (P) has taken our entire herd to the next level, in 10 years 72 sons have been auctioned to gross over  
$767 000, averaged over $10 600 and top at $40 000 for Dangarfield Universe (PS) to Riverslea Group. Progeny retained 
include 7 sons and 10 grandsons and they in their own right are making valued contributions to our herd.
In addition to this, we are seeing some outstanding daughters and granddaughters come through the ranks in our breeding 
herd and we are excited about the potential they are offering. 
The constitution of Quarterback (P) was something that had to be seen to be believed. People who inspected him had trouble 
believing that he was not on feed. He held his condition all year round. His amazing constitution and doing ability off grass is 
a trait he passes on strongly and we are keen to get this trait through our herd as much as possible, especially for our pasture 
finishing operation. To have a large volume of carcass on an animal and yet still be able to have more cover than most others is 
extremely rare, add to this his placid nature, and being polled, he really was something special. His progeny will always stand 
out in their mob and catch your eye, generally because they are the ones carrying the most body condition. We believe that 
these traits will never go “out of fashion” so we will continue to use Quarterback (P) in our ET and IVF Programs.
Semen of Quarterback (P) has been sold into 3 states within Australia, and exported to South Africa, Zambia, Namibia and 
Paraguay, where 2 sons have been named National Champions and 1 went on to be Grand Champion Bull of South America.
Quarterback (P) may have been our “ONCE IN A LIFETIME SIRE” and he has set the bar high for us to clear in the future. He 
only has the two sons in this years sale and there will be no sons available in 2022.

TWO SONS represented at lot 3 and 11.
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DANGARFIELD X-ECUTIONER (P)

	 	 WAVE	HILL	Z31	(P)(AI)
	 GRAYLN	DROVER	(P)	
	 	 GRAYLN	B739	(P)
DANGARFIELD X-ECUTIONER (P)  
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
	 DANGARFIELD	2016	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	6472	(P)

An outcross poll sire with a bomb proof nature. 

X-Ecutioner (P) had a light sheath while maintaining loose skin and a good broad clean polled head.

X-Ecutioner (P) sustained a hip injury early in his working life, so we are used him as a “go to” sire through AI in our programs. 
We will be continuing to use this sire for many years to come. 

His daughters are among some of our best. They are very stylish with that great wedge shape about them, dark in colour 
and predominately polled with a great nature like their sire. We feel they will become highly valued breeders in the future.

X-Ecutioner (P) has sold 15 sons at auction to average $11 700 and top at $29 000 for Bernborough (P) to the Welbatch Stud.

TWO SONS represented at lots 15 and 33.

DANGARFIELD ALPHONSE (PS)

	 	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)
 DANGARFIELD TORNADO 
  DANGARFIELD 2710
DANGARFIELD ALPHONSE (PS)  
  
  
  

Alphonse (PS) turned up in a stud paddock but his dam was unable to be identified. DNA testing proved he was born in the 
paddock he was found in, so we suspect he could possibly have been a twin. 

A poll scur son of Tornado with great structure and confirmation. He has bred a consistent line with great nature that we 
would expect from his bloodline. 

Made square with a smooth body of meat, deep right through and full in the flank. I am confident that you will not be 
disappointed in the line these sons will produce. 

We are impressed with his line of daughters, and 1 son has been retained. 

THREE SONS represented at lots 14, 44 and 61.
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DANGARFIELD ALCATRAZ (P)

	 	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 CANOWINDRA	LEGEND	(P)	
  QUANDILLA A29
DANGARFIELD ALCATRAZ (P)  
  
	 DANGARFIELD	2257	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0510

Alcatraz (P) was retained to continue the Canowindra Legend (P) line. It would be safe to say that Alcatraz (P) had as much 
bone as I have ever seen in a poll bull. He also has his sires great strong poll head and placid nature.

He was shown for 1 year and won several Junior Championships, only to be beaten by Zulu as a Senior, who outdone him 
for Grand Champion.

Unfortunately, Alcatraz (P) picked up a bone infection in his first off season and we were forced to sell him.

THREE SONS represented at lots 22, 48 and 53.

CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)

  ABERDEEN EMINENCE
	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)	
	 	 NUGAROI	KYLIE	(P)
CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)  
	 	 CANODWINDRA	B64	(P)
 QUANDILLA A29 
  QUANDILLA X36

Legend (P) was purchased for $20 000 in 2014. He was a big gentle giant and had one of the strongest polled heads I had 
seen in a long time. He was full of meat, strong in behind the shoulders and very full through the barrel. 

One son has been retained and 9 sons have sold to average over $10 000 with a top of $36 000 for Zerxes (PS) to Tullamore 
Park Pastoral. 

Our Legend (P) daughters are impressive. They are one of the strongest, most consistent lines that we have seen for a while 
from an outside sire. They have given us a high preg test and classification rate. We are expecting a big contribution from 
them in the future.

FIVE SONS represented at lots 55, 56, 57, 58 and 59 .
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DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI

	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD 9097
DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI  
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
	 DANGARFIELD	9444	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4696	(P)

Yothu Yindi had a great carcass quality about him. Full of meat but still smooth, made with the ability to easily lay down 
body condition.

His dam, 9444 (P) had 6 calves with 344 ACI and 4 of them classified, with 3 daughters going into our stud herd.

Yothu Yindi’s granddam, 4696 (P) had 9 progeny with a 362 ACI. She sold 3 sons at auction to a top of $7 500, 1 daughter 
was retained in our stud herd and 1 daughter in our commerical herd.

It’s consistent dam lines like this that we are always on the look out for. Retaining a sire with this strength of breeding history, 
along with his outlook helps make the decision to be retained easy for us. 

To date, Yothu Yindi has sold 5 sons to average $9 500 and top at $14 000.  

This will be the final offering of Yothu Yindi progeny. 

FIVE SONS represented at lots 21, 24, 30, 32 and 38.

DANGARFIELD VEGAS

	 	 WARENDA	ROLEX	(AI)
	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND	
	 	 PINAROO	P78
DANGARFIELD VEGAS   
  DANGARFIELD BEACON
 DANGARFIELD 9097  
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)

We just love our Vegas progeny - made square, correct, quiet and consistent, is the easiest way to describe them. 

It was a mistake to sell Vegas privately after only 1 season of natural service, from this first calf crop he averaged $9 542 and topped 
at $20 000. After that, we approached the purchasers of Vegas and acquired some semen straws to use in ET and IVF programs.

We are very impressed with the Vegas progeny with the consistency across the entire line. His daughters have also returned 
strong preg test results.

When you look back through his pedigree it is no wonder he bred so well. His dam was a highly fertile Dangarfield Becon 
daughter, Dangarfield 9097 who produced 12 natural progeny with a 360 ACI. Her sons averaged just under $7 000 and  
3 of her daughters went into the stud herd. 

His granddam, Dangarfield 3107 (P) was a great old cow of her time. She also produced 12 natural progeny with a 361 ACI. 
Among her progeny was our former leading sire, Dangarfield Jack Junior (P), who went on to sire Dangarfield Quarterback (P).

Vegas’s sire, Hardigreen Park Legend, produced big performing, fast finishing progeny suitable for pasture production. 

To date, 1 son has been retained and 21 sons have sold to average just under $10 000 and top at $22 000.

TWO SONS represented at lots 2 and 7.
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GREENUP LICORICE (P) 

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	5337	(P)
GREENUP LICORICE L78 (P)  
	 	 TYNDALE	NODDY	(P)(AI)
	 GREENUP	ELLE	E1	(P)(AI)	
	 	 GREENUP	BLUEBELLE	B89	(P)

Purchased for $36 000 in 2016. We were keen to get some of the Dangarfield Tycoon (P) blood back into our herd.

On sale day Licorice (P) was ranked second in DLG (1.13kg) and first for EMA (131cm2) out of 121 lots at the Greenup/
Eidsvold bull sale.

Licorice (P) was large in frame & dark in colour. He produced consistently of which we would expect from his pedigree. Just 
check out the carcass attributes in this years’ line of Licorice (P) sons. They are a great display of the carcass quality that 
this bloodline produces. 

To date, 10 sons have sold to average $6 300 and top at $11 500.

FIVE SONS represented at lots 66, 68, 69, 70 and 71.

BUNDA NUGGET

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE BULLION F140 
	 	 ROSEVALE	SYLVIA	C21	(P)
BUNDA NUGGET N72  
	 	 MOONGANA	BANDIT	(P)
	 ROSGAR	FRUIT-CUP	F52	(P)	
	 	 ROSGAR	DIXIE-CUP	(P)

Purchased for the top price at the Wandoan Sale in 2018. Nugget has a complete outcross to what we own. 

Trim sheath, fine slick dark coat and a placid nature, are his standout features.

He has produced a strong consistent line of progeny and they have been quick to sell privately throughout the year already.

FOUR SONS represented at lots 41, 46, 47 and 50.
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At the 2021 SaleReference Sires
DANGARFIELD ZONTA (PS)

	 	 WAVEHILL	BALDWIN	(P)
	 WARRILLEE	EVEREADY	(P)	
  WARRILLEE B61
DANGARFIELD ZONTA (PS)  
  
 DANGARFIELD 3095 
  DANGARFIELD 0510

This bull carried a great body mass about him.

When we scanned him at 23 months he measured 140 EMA and considering he was a maiden heifer’s first calf that’s huge. 

Poll scur, dark and slick coated along with his power and a fresh bloodline drew our attention to him to be retained. 

He has proven himself to be a very active sire, acheiving more than his fair share of calves while being multiple sired each season.

Unfortunately, he was found dead in the spell paddock earlier this year , so a son has been retained to carry on the bloodline.

FOUR SONS represented at lots 27, 28, 40 and 52.



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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4854	(P)	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	403	ACI,		plus	17	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		4854	(P)	
has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Colorado	(PS)(IVF)	for	$10	000	to	Brig-O-Doon	Cattle	Co.	and	2	sons	have	
sold	privately.	Two	full	brothers	are	in	this	sale	at	Lots	2	and	16.

CALVING DATES: 24.10.2015,	3.10.2016,	8.09.2017,	DONOR	2018,	6.07.2019,	13.12.2020

	 	 WARENDA	ROLEX	(AI)
	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND	
	 	 PINAROO	P78
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD BEACON
 DANGARFIELD 9097
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 4854 (P) 
	 	 DANGARFIELD	IMPEL
 DANGARFIELD 2626
  DANGARFIELD 654

	 DAN19MC379	 C379	 28.02.2019	 31	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD COPENHAGEN (PS)(IVF)2

3043	has	6	natural	calves	with	a	359	ACI,	plus	5	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		3043	has	sold	 
1	son	at	auction,	Zeil	for	$12	000	to	Westmoor	Pastoral	Co	and	2	sons	sold	privately.		She	has	2	daughters	
retained	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 24.10.2014,	11.10.2015,	26.10.2016,	3.10.2017,	DONOR	2018,	19.07.2019,	
15.09.2020

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD VALLIANT (P) 
  DANGARFIELD FRANKENSTEIN
 DANGARFIELD 1429
  DANGARFIELD 461

	 	 DANGARFIELD	IMPROVEMENT	
	 DANGARFIELD	SHAMROCK	(AI)	
  DANGARFIELD 8020
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3043
  
 DANGARFIELD 4703
  

	 DAN19MC395	 C395	 28.02.2019	 31	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD CROSSFIRE (P)(IVF)1LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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7499	(P)	has	11	natural	calves	with	a	367	ACI,	plus	11	IVF	calves.		She	joined	our	ET	Program	in	2018	and	
has	sold	3	sons	privately.		7499	(P)	has	2	daughters	retained	in	our	stud	herd	and	1	in	our	commercial	
herd.		7499	(P)	has	3	sons	for	auction	this	year	at	Lots	4,	9	and	10.

CALVING DATES: 15.09.2008,	21.10.2009,	11.10.2010,	28.08.2011,	31.08.2012,	4.08.2013,	
13.08.2014,	24.08.2015,	4.10.2016,	6.10.2017,	DONOR	2018,	7.09.2019

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 WACO	JACK	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7499 (P)
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	BRADMAN	
 DANGARFIELD 1473
  DANGARFIELD 5229

	 DAN19MC397	 C397	 3.03.2019	 30	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD CAT DADDY (P)(IVF)4

0322	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	360	ACI,	plus	4	IVF	calves.		One	son,	Dangarfield	Zulu	has	been	retained	
in	our	stud	herd,	and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.		0322	has	2	sons	in	this	
sale	at	Lots	3	and	11.

CALVING DATES: 17.09.2011,	19.11.2012,	1.11.2013,	21.11.2014,	1.10.2015,	5.09.2016,	9.10.2017,	
DONOR	2018,	17.07.2019

	 	 WACO	JACK	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD QUARTERBACK (P)
	 	 SANTA	PARK	FLICKER
 DANGARFIELD 0131
  DANGARFIELD 1166

  WARRILLEE 389
 WARRILLEE VERNON 
  WARRILLEE 543
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0322
	 	 DANGARFIELD	CAMPBELL
 DANGARFIELD 9226
  DANGARFIELD 3462

	 DAN19MC390	 C390	 5.03.2019	 30	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD CHICKEN ON A CHAIN (PS)(IVF)3LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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0367	(P)	has	9	natural	calves	with	a	374	ACI,	plus	1	IVF	calf.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		0367	(P)	has	sold	
3	sons	at	auction	to	average	$7	000,	with	a	top	price	of	$9	000	for	Zahavi	who	sold	to	ES&CN	Perrett.		
She	has	sold	1	son	privately	and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	commerical	herd.	

CALVING DATES: 20.09.2011,	19.09.2012,	11.08.2013,	25.09.2014,	13.11.2015,	19.10.2016,	
1.09.2017,	DONOR	2018,	4.07.2019,	11.12.2020

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

	 	 WAVE	HILL	MAJOR	(P)
	 KOLODONG	ARNOLD	(P)(AI)	
	 	 KOLODONG	XCLUSIVE	(AI)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0367 (P)
  DANGARFIELD ITEM
 DANGARFIELD 3510
  DANGARFIELD 7087

	 DAN19MC400	 C400	 6.03.2019	 30	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD CRUSHER (IVF)6

5646	(P)	has	4	natural	calves	with	a	353	ACI,	plus	5	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.	5646	(P)	has	
sold	1	son	at	auction,	Catskills	(P)(IVF)	for	$7	000	to	WG	&FV	Hanson.		She	has	1	daughter	retained	in	
our	stud	herd.		

CALVING DATES: 19.11.2016,	15.10.2017,	DONOR	2018,	30.09.2019,	11.10.2020

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 CAPRICORN	GLENGARRY	(ET)
 DANGARFIELD HAYMAKER 
	 	 DANGARFIELD	362	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5646 (P) 
	 	 ROSEVALE	JEREMIAH	X153	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	4529	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 4305

	 DAN19MC414	 C414	 6.03.2019	 30	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD COUNT (PS)(IVF)5LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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0453	(P)	has	9	natural	calves	with	a	352	ACI,	plus	6	ET	calves.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Zenith	(P)	
for	$10	000	to	RA	&	HS	Sullivan	and	1	son	has	sold	privately.		0453	(P)	has	2	daughters	that	have	been	
retained	in	our	stud	herd.		Two	full	brothers	in	this	sale	at	Lots	8	and	20.	

CALVING DATES: 11.10.2011,	25.09.2012,	17.09.2013,	24.08.2014,	19.08.2015,	7.08.2016,	5.08.2017,	
DONOR	2018,	14.06.2019,	10.01.2021

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0453 (P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	IMPEL
 DANGARFIELD 2573
  DANGARFIELD 0207

	 DAN19MC382	 C382	 8.03.2019	 30	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD CAMO (IVF)8

5645	(P)(ET)	has	4	natural	calves	with	a	443	ACI,	plus	20	ET/IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		 
5645	(P)(ET)	has	sold	2	sons	at	auction	to	top	at	$5	000	for	Carlton	(P)(IVF)	to	Watters	Discresionery	
Trust	and	2	sons	have	sold	privately.	She	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	stud	herd.	

CALVING DATES: 5.10.2016,	15.09.2017,	DONOR	2018,	27.06.2019,	19.12.2020

	 	 WARENDA	ROLEX	(AI)
	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND	
	 	 PINAROO	P78
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD BEACON
 DANGARFIELD 9097
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)

	 	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	UNIVERSE	(PS)	
  DANGARFIELD 6496
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5645 (P)(ET) 
	 	 BROOKSIDE	SALISBURY	(P)	
 DANGARFIELD 3548
  DANGARFIELD 9030

	 DAN19MC385	 C385	 27.02.2019	 31	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD CINCH (IVF)7LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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10 DANGARFIELD CROSSWIRED (PS)(IVF)
	 DAN19MC399	 C399	 23.02.2019	 31	mths	 Classificaiton Pending

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 WACO	JACK	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7499 (P)
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	BRADMAN	
 DANGARFIELD 1473
  DANGARFIELD 5229

7499	(P)	has	11	natural	calves	with	a	367	ACI,	plus	11	IVF	calves.		She	joined	our	ET	Program	in	2018	and	
has	sold	3	sons	privately.		7499	(P)	has	2	daughters	retained	in	our	stud	herd	and	1	in	our	commercial	
herd.		7499	(P)	has	3	sons	for	auction	this	year	at	Lots	4,	9	and	10.	

CALVING DATES: 15.09.2008,	21.10.2009,	11.10.2010,	28.08.2011,	31.08.2012,	4.08.2013,	
13.08.2014,	24.08.2015,	4.10.2016,	6.10.2017,	DONOR	2018,	7.09.2019

7499	(P)	has	11	natural	calves	with	a	367	ACI,	plus	11	IVF	calves.		She	joined	our	ET	Program	in	2018	and	
has	sold	3	sons	privately.		7499	(P)	has	2	daughters	retained	in	our	stud	herd	and	1	in	our	commercial	
herd.		7499	(P)	has	3	sons	for	auction	this	year	at	Lots	4,	9	and	10.	

CALVING DATES: 15.09.2008,	21.10.2009,	11.10.2010,	28.08.2011,	31.08.2012,	4.08.2013,	
13.08.2014,	24.08.2015,	4.10.2016,	6.10.2017,	DONOR	2018,	7.09.2019

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 WACO	JACK	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7499 (P)
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	BRADMAN	
 DANGARFIELD 1473
  DANGARFIELD 5229

	 DAN19MC401	 C401	 10.03.2019	 30	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD COYOTE (IVF)9LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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3076	(P)	had	6	natural	calves	with	a	367	ACI,	plus	9	IVF	calves.	She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		3076	(P)	has	
sold	1	son	privately,	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	stud	and	1	daughter	in	our	commercial	herd.		
Two	full	brothers	are	in	this	sale	at	Lots	12	and	13.

CALVING DATES: 4.09.2014,	6.10.2015,	20.10.2016,	8.09.2017,	DONOR	2018,	23.06.2019,	17.12.2020

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3076 (P)
  
 DANGARFIELD 0106
  DANGARFIELD 7205

	 DAN19MC404	 C404	 22.03.2019	 30	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD C404 (P)(IVF)12

0322	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	360	ACI,	plus	4	IVF	calves.		One	son,	Dangarfield	Zulu	has	been	retained	
in	our	stud	herd,	and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.		0322	has	2	sons	in	this	
sale	at	Lots	3	and	11.

CALVING DATES: 17.09.2011,	19.11.2012,	1.11.2013,	21.11.2014,	1.10.2015,	5.09.2016,	9.10.2017,	
DONOR	2018,	17.07.2019

	 	 WACO	JACK	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	3107	(P)
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD QUARTERBACK (P) 
	 	 SANTA	PARK	FLICKER
 DANGARFIELD 0131
  DANGARFIELD 1166

  WARRILLEE 389
 WARRILLEE VERNON 
  WARRILLEE 543
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0322
	 	 DANGARFIELD	CAMPBELL
 DANGARFIELD 9226
  DANGARFIELD 3462

	 DAN19MC391	 C391	 3.03.2019	 30	mths	 Classification Pending

DANGARFIELD COLOSSAL (P)(IVF)11 LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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14 DANGARFIELD DEPUTY (P)
	 DAN20MD196	 D196	 6.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)
 DANGARFIELD TORNADO 
  DANGARFIELD 2710
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ALPHONSE (PS)
  
 
  

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 2252
  
 
  

2252	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	375	ACI.		She	has	sold	2	sons	at	auction	to	average	$8	000	and	top	
at	$9	000	for	Caboom	(PS)	to	Brig-O-Doon	Cattle	Co.		2252	has	3	daughters	retained	in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 1.10.2013,	14.08.2014,	14.08.2015,	5.09.2016,	5.08.2017,	11.08.2018,	6.10.2019,	
11.12.2020

3076	(P)	had	6	natural	calves	with	a	367	ACI,	plus	9	IVF	calves.	She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		3076	(P)	has	
sold	1	son	privately,	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	stud	herd	and	1	daughter	in	our	commercial	
herd.		Two	full	brothers	are	in	this	sale	at	Lots	12	and	13.

CALVING DATES: 4.09.2014,	6.10.2015,	20.10.2016,	8.09.2017,	DONOR	2018,	23.06.2019,	17.12.2020

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3076 (P)
  
 DANGARFIELD 0106
  DANGARFIELD 7205

	 DAN19MC396	 C396	 3.03.2019	 30	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD CASH (P)(IVF)13 LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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16 DANGARFIELD DETRIOT
	 DAN20MD125	 D125	 6.07.2019	 26	mths	 S Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 4854 (P) 
	 	 DANGARFIELD	IMPEL
 DANGARFIELD 2626
  DANGARFIELD 654

4854	(P)	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	403	ACI,		plus	17	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		4854	(P)	
has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Colorado	(PS)(IVF)	for	$10	000	to	Brig-O-Doon	Cattle	Co.	and	2	sons	have	
sold	privately.	Two	full	brothers	are	in	this	sale	at	Lots	2	and	16.

CALVING DATES: 24.10.2015,	3.10.2016,	8.09.2017,	DONOR	2018,	6.07.2019	13.12.2020

17 DANGARFIELD DARWIN
	 DAN20MD190	 D190	 16.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 4793
  
 DANGARFIELD 1804
  DANGARFIELD 8384

4793	has	6	natural	calves	with	an	ACI	of	368	days.	She	has	sold	1	son	privately	and	1	daughter	has	
been	retained	in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 26.10.2015,	21.10.2016,	25.10.2017,	14.11.2018,	16.09.2019,	11.11.2020

8464	has	10	natural	calves	with	a	352	ACI	and	she	was	a	donor	in	2017.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	
Undivided	sold	to	Woolerina	Family	Trust	and	1	son	privately.		8464	has	2	daughters	retained	in	our	
stud	herd.		

CALVING DATES: 24.11.2009,	25.10.2010,	18.09.2011,	25.08.2012,	29.08.2013,	22.08.2014,	
23.08.2015,	8.08.2016,	DONOR	2017,25.06.2018,	28.06.2019

	 	 WAVE	HILL	Z31	(P)(AI)
	 GRAYLN	DROVER	(P)
	 	 GRAYLN	B739	(P)
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD X-ECUTIONER (P) 
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND	
	 DANGARFIELD	2016	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	6472	(P)

	 	 BROOKSIDE	DIAMOND	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	NAVIGATOR	(PS)	
	 	 DANGARFIELD	FLORA	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 8464
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	ENZYME
 DANGARFIELD 4537
  DANGARFIELD 2420

	 DAN19MD129	 D129	 28.06.2019	 27	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DILLENGER (P)15

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

dangarfield.com.au | 41

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202140

5608	(P)	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	389	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Alonzo	for	$9	000	to	
Christiansen	Cattle	Co	and	1	son	has	sold	privately.

CALVING DATES: 17.09.2016,	29.10.2017,	21.10.2018,	17.09.2019,	24.12.2020

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

	 	 DUNLOP	KAISER	(PS)
	 GLENN	OAKS	HASTINGS	(PS)
	 	 GLENN	OAKS	B66	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5608 (P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	IMPROVEMENT	
	 DANGARFIELD	7558	(P)(AI)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	9134	(P)

	 DAN20MD185	 D185	 17.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DAWSON (P)1918 DANGARFIELD DREAMER
	 DAN20MD222	 D222	 8.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 YARRAWONGA	OBERG	(P)
	 GLENN	OAKS	COOPER	(PS)	
	 	 YARRAWONGA	NELLY	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3024 (P)
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT 
 DANGARFIELD 9537
  

3024	(P)	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	365	ACI,	plus	12	ET/IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2016	and	2017.	
3024	(P)	has	sold	2	sons	at	auction	and	4	sons	have	sold	privately.		3024	(P)	has	2	daughters	retained	
in	our	stud	herd	and	4	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 4.09.2014,	26.10.2015,	14.09.2016,	DONOR	2017,	17.08.2018,	8.08.2019

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202142

21 DANGARFIELD DASH
	 DAN20MD152	 D152	 17.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD 9097
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI 
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
	 DANGARFIELD	9444	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4696	(P)

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 4808 (P)
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	BRADMAN
 DANGARFIELD 1473
  DANGARFIELD 5229

4808	(P)	has	6	natural	calves	with	a	378	ACI.	She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	A201	(P)	for	$14	000	to	
PR	&	SJ	Knudsen.	

CALVING DATES: 19.09.2015,	2.10.2016,	13.11.2017,	3.10.2018,	17.09.2019,	23.11.2020

22 DANGARFIELD DUTCH (P)
	 DAN20MD224	 D224	 27.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

	 	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 CANOWINDRA	LEGEND	(P)	
  QUANDILLA A29
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ALCATRAZ  (P)
  
	 DANGARFIELD	2257	(P)
  

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 4812
  ROSEVALE FIXALL V366
 DANGARFIELD 5508
  DANGARFIELD 0307

4812	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	355	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	daughter	privately.

CALVING DATES: 7.10.2015,	23.10.2016,	8.10.2017,	21.09.2018,	27.08.2019

0453	(P)	has	9	natural	calves	with	a	352	ACI,	plus	6	ET	calves.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Zenith	(P)	
for	$10	000	to	RA	&	HS	Sullivan	and	1	son	has	sold	privately.		0453	(P)	has	2	daughters	that	have	been	
retained	in	our	stud	herd.		Two	full	brothers	in	this	sale	at	Lots	8	and	20.	

CALVING DATES: 11.10.2011,	25.09.2012,	17.09.2013,	24.08.2014,	19.08.2015,	7.08.2016,	5.08.2017,	
DONOR	2018,	14.06.2019,	10.01.2021

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0453 (P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	IMPEL
 DANGARFIELD 2573
  DANGARFIELD 0207

	 DAN19MD127	 D127	 14.06.2019	 27	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DEMOLITION MAN20

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202144

24 DANGARFIELD DARLINGTON
	 DAN20MD134	 D134	 26.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD 9097
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI 
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
	 DANGARFIELD	9444	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4696	(P)

  HILLSIDE 734
	 HILLSIDE	LACHLAN	(P)	
	 	 GRAYLN	E131	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5738
  
 DANGARFIELD 6605
  

5738	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	373	ACI.	

CALVING DATES: 4.11.2016,	5.10.2017,	29.08.2018,	26.08.2019,	7.12.2020

25 DANGARFIELD DESOTO (PS)
	 DAN20MD231	 D231	 30.07.2019	 26	mths	 S Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 2251 (PS)
  
 
  

2251	(PS)	has	7	natural	calves	with	a	358	ACI,	plus	5	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2017.		She	has	
sold	3	sons	at	auction	to	top	at	$5	500	for	Zeal	to	Alcoota	Station.		2251	(PS)	has	sold	1	son	privately	
and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.		

CALVING DATES: 25.09.2013,	13.10.2014,	24.09.2015,	18.08.2016,	DONOR	2017,	19.07.2018,	
30.07.2019,	27.12.2020

Jill	2nd	(P)	has	6	natural	calves	with	a	387	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	privately	and	1	daughter	has	been	
retained	in	our	stud	herd.		

CALVING DATES: 7.09.2015,	29.08.2016,	24.09.2017,	26.09.2018,	23.08.2019,	24.12.2020

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

  OAKDALE WHISKEY
	 TALGAI	CASTLEMAINE	(P)
  ROBENLEA W107
DAM:  OAKDALE JILL 2ND (P) 
  
 OAKDALE ZIGGY
  

	 DAN20MD178	 D178	 23.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DIEGO 23

ACCOUNT:	LJ	&	MR	Adams	GST	Free

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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3243	has	6	natural	calves	with	an	ACI	of	378	days.	She	has	sold	2	sons	privately.

CALVING DATES: 24.07.2015,	18.09.2016,	20.08.2017,	27.10.2018,	17.09.2019,	25.09.2020

	 	 WAVE	HILL	BALDWIN	(P)
	 WARRILLEE	EVEREADY	(P)
  WARRILLEE B61
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZONTA (PS)
  
 DANGARFIELD 3095
  DANGARFIELD 0510

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3243   
  
 
  

	 DAN20MD139	 D139	 17.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DALLAS27

0423	(P)	has	10	natural	calves	with	with	a	369	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Chad	(PS)	for	$6	000	
to	Westmoor	Pastoral	and	1	daughter	is	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 11.10.2011,	1.11.2012,	24.09.2013,	18.09.2014,	9.09.2015,	29.08.2016,	4.08.2017,	
16.08.2018,	6.09.2019,	21.11.2020

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

	 	 G.B.L	451
	 HILLSIDE	FOUREX	(P)	
	 	 DIAMOND	T	VANITY	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0423 (P)
  
 DANGARFIELD 7591
  DANGARFIELD 5437

	 DAN20MD183	 D183	 6.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DIABLO (PS)26LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202148

29 DANGARFIELD DUKE
	 DAN20MD246	 D246	 4.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

	 	 YARRAWONGA		WEBCKE	(P)
 YARRAWONGA 024
  YARRAWONGA  F937
SIRE:  YARRAWONGA N118
  
	 YARRAWONGA	G927	(P)
	 	 YARRAWONGA		E327	(P)

	 	 MURRUMBO	BEAUMON	(P)
	 WARENDA	LANCE	(P)
  WARENDA G37
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6258 (ET)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF	
 DANGARFIELD 9312
  DANGARFIELD 5362

6258	(ET)	has	2	natural	calves	with	a	380	ACI.

CALVING DATES: 19.09.2018,	4.10.2019

5742	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	358	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	and	1	daughter	privately.	

CALVING DATES: 11.11.2016,	22.10.2017,	28.09.2018,	13.09.2019,	15.10.2020

	 	 WAVE	HILL	BALDWIN	(P)
	 WARRILLEE	EVEREADY	(P)
  WARRILLEE B61
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZONTA (PS)
  
 DANGARFIELD 3095
  DANGARFIELD 0510

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5742
	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF	
 DANGARFIELD 2164
  DANGARFIELD 8491

	 DAN20MD160	 D160	 13.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DYNAMITE28 LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202150

31 DANGARFIELD DEWALT (PS)
	 DAN20MD279	 D279	 29.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

  CARDONA JACKSON
	 CARDONA		MAMBO	(P)
	 	 CARDONA	JASMINE	J180	(P)
SIRE:  CARDONA PILBARA (P) 
	 	 WACO		YARRABIN	(P)
	 CARDONA	OLIVIA	(P)
	 	 CARDONA		OLIVIA	K104	(P)

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6280 (P)
  
 
  

6280	(P)	has	4	natural	calves	with	a	392	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Chance	for	$12	000	to	
Hatcham	Downs.

CALVING DATES: 7.09.2017,	10.09.2018,	29.08.2019,	27.11.2020

0429	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	357	ACI,	plus	5	ET	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2016.		One	son	has	sold	
at	auction,	Brigadier	(AI)(ET)	for	$14	000	to	Westmoor	Pastoral,		1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	
stud	herd	and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 14.09.2011,	18.09.2012,	7.09.2013,	29.09.2014,	26.08.2015,	DONOR	2016,	
14.07.2017,	17.09.2018,	30.08.2019

	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD 9097
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI 
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
	 DANGARFIELD	9444	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4696	(P)

  GYRANDA U312
 CREE COLUMBUS
  CREE 99126
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0429
  DANGARFIELD EMERALD
 DANGARFIELD 7411
  DANGARFIELD 3405

	 DAN20MD133	 D133	 30.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DAKOTA30 LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202152

33 DANGARFIELD DRIFTER
	 DAN20MD117	 D117	 14.07.2019	 26	mths	 S Bull

	 	 WAVE	HILL	Z31	(P)(AI)
	 GRAYLN	DROVER	(P)	
	 	 GRAYLN	B739	(P)
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD X-ECUTIONER (P) 
	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND	
	 DANGARFIELD	2016	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	6472	(P)

	 	 YARRAWONGA	KIDNAP
 DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT 
  DANGARFIELD 516
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0386
	 	 ROSEVALE	JEREMIAH	X153	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	4529	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 4305

0386	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	357	ACI,	plus	9	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018.		0386	has	sold	
2	sons	privately,		1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	stud	herd	and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	in	
our	commercial	herd.		

CALVING DATES: 2.10.2011,	6.09.2012,	6.09.2013,	27.11.2014,	11.11.2015,	10.10.2016,	15.08.2017,	
DONOR	2018,	14.07.2019

34 DANGARFIELD DAPTO
	 DAN20MD267	 D267	 2.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

  
	 YARRAWONGA	YARDSTICK	E130	(P)
  
SIRE:  DUNLOP SWOOSH N558 (P)
  
	 DUNLOP	D933
  

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6111
  
 DANGARFIELD 1683
  DANGARFIELD 9467

6111	has	4	natural	calves	with	a	387	ACI.

CALVING DATES: 21.09.2017,	31.08.2018,	2.09.2019,	25.11.2020

3245	(P)	had	5	natural	calves	with	a	382	ACI.	She	sold	2	sons	at	auction	to	top	at	$6	000	for	Calvin	(P)	
to	Westmoor	Pastoral.	3245	(P)	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	stud	herd	and	1	in	our	commercial	herd.	

CALVING DATES: 16.07.2015,	2.09.2016,	5.10.2017,	28.09.2018,	21.09.2019

	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD 9097
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI 
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
	 DANGARFIELD	9444	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4696	(P)

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3245 (P)
  
 
  

	 DAN20MD132	 D132	 21.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DUDLEY (PS)32

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202154

7201	has	had	2	natural	calves	with	a	473	ACI.		Dino	is	a	heifer’s	first	calf.			

CALVING DATES: 5.07.2019,	20.10.2020

  HILLSIDE 734
	 HILLSIDE	LACHLAN	(P)	
	 	 GRAYLN	E131	(P)
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD YAPUNYAH (P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	8617	(P)
  

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7201
  
	 RIVERSLEA	FZ93	(P)
  

	 DAN20MD100	 D100	 5.07.2019	 26	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DINO (PS) 3735 DANGARFIELD DARE DEVIL
	 DAN20MD300	 D300	 26.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD TORNADO
  WAVE HILL MANILLA
 DANGARFIELD 2710
  DANGARFIELD 0316

  
 
  
DAM:  EYRIEWALD 5868
  
 
  

Since	purchase,	5868	has	produced	2	bull	calves	with	a	357	ACI.	

CALVING DATES: 3.11.2018,	26.10.2019

36 DANGARFIELD DUCATI (IVF)
	 DAN20MD332	 D332	 12.11.2019	 22	mths	 S Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD ZOE 6237 (P)(AI)(ET)
  
 DANGARFIELD 0522
  

Zoe	6237	(P)(AI)(ET)	has	3	natural	calves	with	a	374	ACI,	plus	4	IVF	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2018	
and	2019.		Zoe	6237	(P)(AI)(ET)	has	1	daughter	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 25.12.2017,	DONOR	2018	&	2019,	3.01.2019,	6.01.2021

ACCOUNT:	LJ	&	MR	Adams	GST	Free

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

dangarfield.com.au | 57

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

| Dangarfield Annual Sale - 202156

40 DANGARFIELD DUBAI (PS)
	 DAN20MD136	 D136	 7.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

	 	 WAVE	HILL	BALDWIN	(P)
	 WARRILLEE	EVEREADY	(P)
  WARRILLEE B61
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZONTA (PS)
  
 DANGARFIELD 3095
  DANGARFIELD 0510

  DANGARFIELD FLANNIGAN
	 DUNLOP	HIMALAYA	
	 	 DUNLOP	SW680
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0424
	 	 TOOKEY	CREEK	PLATINUM	(P)	
 DANGARFIELD 7605
  DANGARFIELD 4667

0424	has	9	natural	calves	with	a	353	ACI.		One	son	has	sold	at	auction,	Youtube	(P)	for	$6	000	and	1	
son	has	been	sold	privately.		One	daughter	has	been	retained	in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 7.12.2011,	29.10.2012,	8.10.2013,	9.11.2014,	4.10.2015,	26.09.2016,	22.10.2017,	
6.10.2018,	7.09.2019

38 DANGARFIELD DULPEX (P)
	 DAN20MD156	 D156	 20.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

	 	 HARDIGREEN	PARK	LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VEGAS 
  DANGARFIELD 9097
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD YOTHU YINDI 
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
	 DANGARFIELD	9444	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4696	(P)

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5727 
	 	 DUNLOP	HILLBILLY	
 DANGARFIELD 9360
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4541	(P)

5727	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	359	ACI.	She	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 17.12.2016,	16.11.2017,	12.11.2018,	20.10.2019,	24.11.2020

39 DANGARFIELD DRAKE (PS)
	 DAN20MD248	 D248	 18.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

	 	 YARRAWONGA	AFRICA	(P)
	 DRENSMAINE	BAAS	(P)
	 	 DRENSMAINE	690	(P)
SIRE:  DRENSMAINE  ENCORE (P)
  
 DRENSMAINE B110
  

	 	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	UNIVERSE	(PS)	
  DANGARFIELD 6496
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6260 (P)(ET)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	NAVIGATOR	(PS)	
	 DANGARFIELD	8458	(PS)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4541	(P)

6260	(P)(ET)	has	3	natural	calves	with	a	390	ACI.	

CALVING DATES: 9.10.2018,	18.10.2019,	27.11.2020

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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2057	(P)	produced	7	natural	calves	with	a	370	ACI,	plus	3	ET	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2016.		 
2057	(P)	has	sold	4	sons	at	auction	to	average	$8	750	and	top	at	$10	000	twice	for	Armageddon	(AI)(ET)	
to	Westmoor	Pastoral	and	Yumchuck	(PS)	to	P&K	Timmins.		Private	sales	include	1	son	and	1	daughter.	

CALVING DATES: 10.09.2013,	31.10.2014,	1.10.2015,	DONOR	2016,	21.11.2017,	28.10.2018,	
6.10.2019,	23.11.2020

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

  WARENDA REQUEST
	 MUNNABAH	SAMSON	(P)	
	 	 MUNNABAH	P834	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 2057 (P)
	 	 WARENDA	SAHARA	(P)
	 DANGARFIELD	0324	(P)(AI)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	0310	(P)

	 DAN20MD168	 D168	 6.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DARCY (PS)42

6233	(P)(ET)	has	3	natural	calves	with	a	442	ACI.

CALVING DATES: 11.08.2018,	7.10.2019,	11.01.2021

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE BULLION F410
  
SIRE:  BUNDA NUGGET
  
	 ROSGAR	FRUIT-UP	(P)
  

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6233 (P)(ET)
  
 DANGARFIELD 0522
  

	 DAN20MD141	 D141	 7.10.2019	 23	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DRAX (P)41LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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2149	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	380	ACI.		She	has	sold	2	sons	at	auction	to	average	$9	500	and	top	at	
$14	000	for	Zombie	to	Burleigh	Estates	P/L.		2149	has	sold	1	son	privately	and	2	daughters	have	been	
retained	in	the	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 18.09.2013,	27.11.2014,	3.12.2015,	11.11.2016,	30.09.2017,	22.08.2018,	
30.08.2019,	31.12.2020

	 	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)
 DANGARFIELD TORNADO 
  DANGARFIELD 2710
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ALPHONSE (PS)
  
 
  

	 	 G.B.L	451
	 HILLSIDE	FOUREX	(P)	
	 	 DIAMOND	T	VANITY	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 2149
	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	6420	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 1473

	 DAN20MD205	 D205	 30.08.2019	 25	mths	 S Bull

DANGARFIELD DOC4443 DANGARFIELD DENVER
	 DAN20MD170	 D170	 11.09.2019	 24	mths	 S Bull

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3114 (P)
  
	 DANGARFIELD	0826	(P)
  

3114	(P)	has	produced	5	natural	calves	with	a	376	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Batman	for	 
$12	000	to	Enniskillen	Pastoral	Co	and	2	sons	have	sold	privately.		

CALVING DATES: 28.07.2015,	23.08.2016,	11.09.2017,	2.09.2018,	11.09.2019

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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47 DANGARFIELD DAPPER (P)
	 DAN20MD124	 D124	 16.09.2019	 24	mths	 Classsification Pending

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE BULLION F410
  
SIRE:  BUNDA NUGGET
  
	 ROSGAR	FRUIT-UP	(P)
  

	 	 WACO	SQUIRE	(P)(ET)
	 YARRAWONGA	WAGER	(P)(ET)
  YARRAWONGA W109
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6225 (P)(ET)
  
 DANGARFIELD 4545
  DANGARFIELD 2571

6225	(P)(ET)	has	3	natural	calves	with	a	454	ACI.

CALVING DATES: 12.07.2018,	16.09.2019,	6.01.2021

45 DANGARFIELD DERBY (P)
	 DAN20MD172	 D172	 5.09.2019	 24	mths	 Classsification Pending

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

	 	 G.B.L	451
	 HILLSIDE	FOUREX	(P)	
	 	 DIAMOND	T	VANITY	(P)
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 2136 (P)
	 	 CAPRICORN	GLENGARRY	(ET)
	 DANGARFIELD	4541	(P)
	 	 WINDAREEN	360	(P)

2136	(P)	had	7	natural	calves	with	a	364	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	B263	(P)	for	$6	500	to	
Westmoor	Pastoral	and	1	son	sold	privately.

CALVING DATES: 7.09.2013,	12.10.2014,	3.11.2015,	23.10.2016,	10.11.2017,	19.09.2018,	5.09.2019

46 DANGARFIELD DISCO (P)
	 DAN20MD167	 D167	 21.10.2019	 23	mths	 Classsification Pending

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE BULLION F410
  
SIRE:  BUNDA NUGGET
  
	 ROSGAR	FRUIT-UP	(P)
  

  DANGARFIELD VOLTRON
 DANGARFIELD YOBBO
  DANGARFIELD 5574
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6153 (PS)
  
	 DANGARFIELD	1782	(PS)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	8613	(PS)

6153	(PS)	has	3	natural	calves	with	a	456	ACI.		She	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 26.06.2018,	21.10.2019,	24.12.2020

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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49 DANGARFIELD DAYTONA (P)
	 DAN20MD171	 D171	 29.09.2019	 24	mths	 Classsification Pending

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5609  (P)
  
 DANGARFIELD 2252
  

5609	(P)	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	380	ACI.	

CALVING DATES: 24.09.2016,	25.09.2017,	2.09.2018,	29.09.2019,	22.11.2020

50 DANGARFIELD DYNAMIC (PS)
	 DAN20MD268	 D268	 20.08.2019	 25	mths	 Classsification Pending

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE BULLION F410
  
SIRE:  BUNDA NUGGET
  
	 ROSGAR	FRUIT-UP	(P)
  

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 6164
  
	 DANGARFIELD	2127	(P)
	 	 DANGARFIELD	0444	(PS)

6164	has	2	natural	calves	with	a	418	ACI	and	1	son	has	sold	at	auction,	C146	(P)	for	$8	000	to	 
BD	&	LT	Leahy.

CALVING DATES: 28.06.2018,	20.08.2019

5724	(P)	has	4	natural	calves	with	a	342	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	B297	(P)	for	$7	000	to	 
T	&	A	Hay.

CALVING DATES: 16.11.2016,	10.11.2017,	25.10.2018,	9.09.2019

	 	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 CANOWINDRA	LEGEND	(P)	
  QUANDILLA A29
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ALCATRAZ  (P)
  
	 DANGARFIELD	2257	(P)
  

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5724 (P)
  DANGARFIELD EYEWITNESS 
	 DANGARFIELD	0373	(PS)(AI)
  DANGARFIELD 8371

	 DAN20MD214	 D214	 9.09.2019	 24	mths	 Classsification Pending

DANGARFIELD DAVINCI (P)48

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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0508	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	344	ACI.		She	has	sold	2	sons	at	auction,	to	average	$5	250	and	top	at	
$6	000	for	Bandit	(PS)	to	KD	Donner.		0508	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	commerical	herd.

CALVING DATES: 1.10.2011,	17.10.2012,	BULL	FAILURE	2013,	20.12.2014,	1.11.2015,	5.09.2016,	
20.09.2017,	22.08.2018,	31.07.2019

	 	 WAVE	HILL	BALDWIN	(P)
	 WARRILLEE	EVEREADY	(P)
  WARRILLEE B61
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZONTA (PS)
  
 DANGARFIELD 3095
  DANGARFIELD 0510

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 0508
  
 
  

	 DAN20MD154	 D154	 31.07.2019	 26	mths	 Classsification Pending

DANGARFIELD DONCASTER52

1820	(P)	has	8	natural	calves	with	a	357	ACI.		She	has	1	son,	Dangarfield	Chitaqua	(PS)	and	2	daughters	
retained	in	our	stud	herd.	

CALVING DATES: 19.10.2012,	18.11.2013,	1.11.2014,	14.09.2015,	2.08.2016,	24.08.2017,	20.08.2018,	
29.08.2019

	 	 CANOWINDRA	B64	(P)
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
	 	 QUANDILLA	Y35	(P)
SIRE:  BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701
 KELLY WALLAH Z21
  KELLY WALLAH 1086

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 1820 (P)
  
 
  

	 DAN20MD191	 D191	 29.08.2019	 25	mths	 Classsification Pending

DANGARFIELD DACK51LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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CALVING DATES: 

  ABERDEEN EMINENCE
	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 	 NUNGAROI	KYLIE	(P)
SIRE:  CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)
	 	 CANOWINDRA		B64	(P)
 QUANDILLA A29
  QUANDILLA X36

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

  P-0030	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD P-0030 (P)5553 DANGARFIELD DIESEL
	 DAN20MD199	 D199	 12.08.2019	 25	mths	 Classsification Pending

	 	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 CANOWINDRA	LEGEND	(P)	
  QUANDILLA A29
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ALCATRAZ  (P)
  
	 DANGARFIELD	2257	(P)
  

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 5644 (P)(ET)
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0474
	 	 DANGARFIELD	4550	(ET)

5644	 (P)(ET)	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	377	ACI.	 	She	 	has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Achillies	 (P)		 
for	$11	000	to	Bell	Bros.	

CALVING DATES: 5.10.2016,	13.09.2017,	11.08.2018,	12.08.2019,	21.11.2020

54 DANGARFIELD D101
	 DAN20MD101	 D101	 18.07.2019	 26	mths	 Herd Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	NAVIGATOR	(PS)	
	 DANGARFIELD	RENAULT	(PS)
  DANGARFIELD 4601
SIRE:  WARRILLEE  JEDDA (P)
  GYRANDA ZURICH
 WARRILLEE  799
  WARRILLEE  GLAMOUR 197

	 	 DANGARFIELD	JACK	JUNIOR	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)	
  DANGARFIELD 0131
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7097 (P)(ET)
	 	 BROOKSIDE	DIAMOND	(P)	
	 DANGARFIELD	6473	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 4531

7097	(P)(ET)	has	had	2	natural	calves	with	a	403	ACI.		D101	is	this	heifer’s	first	calf.

CALVING DATES: 18.07.2019,	24.08.2020

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG: DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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58 DANGARFIELD P-0019 (P)
  P-0019	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

  ABERDEEN EMINENCE
	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 	 NUNGAROI	KYLIE	(P)
SIRE:  CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)
	 	 CANOWINDRA		B64	(P)
 QUANDILLA A29
  QUANDILLA X36

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

CALVING DATES: 

56 DANGARFIELD P-0018 (P)
  P-0018	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

  ABERDEEN EMINENCE
	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 	 NUNGAROI	KYLIE	(P)
SIRE:  CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)
	 	 CANOWINDRA		B64	(P)
 QUANDILLA A29
  QUANDILLA X36

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

CALVING DATES: 

57 DANGARFIELD P-0006 (PS)
  P-0006	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

  ABERDEEN EMINENCE
	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 	 NUNGAROI	KYLIE	(P)
SIRE:  CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)
	 	 CANOWINDRA		B64	(P)
 QUANDILLA A29
  QUANDILLA X36

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

CALVING DATES: 

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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60 DANGARFIELD D115 (PS)
	 DAN20MD115	 D115	 26.08.2019	 25	mths	 Herd Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 8410 (P)
  DANGARFIELD KACTUS JACK 
 DANGARFIELD 6545
  DANGARFIELD 2654

8410	(P)	has	10	natural	calves	with	a	397	ACI	and	she	was	a	donor	in	2018.		She	has	sold	2	sons	at	
auction	to	average	$8	000	and	top	at	$8	500	for	Varsity	(P)	to	Dunlop	Cattle	Co	and	1	son	has	sold	
privately.		8410	(P)	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 5.11.2009,	17.12.2010,	20.11.2011,	12.10.2012,	29.09.2013,	8.10.2014,	3.11.2015,	
20.09.2016,	18.08.2017,	DONOR	2018,	26.08.2019

61 DANGARFIELD D215 (P)
	 DAN20MD215	 D215	 9.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	QUARTERBACK	(P)
 DANGARFIELD TORNADO 
  DANGARFIELD 2710
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ALPHONSE (PS)
  
 
  

  DANGARFIELD LAWMAKER
 ROWANLEA BERTRAM 
  ROWANLEA GEMSTONE
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 3142
  DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT
 DANGARFIELD 8536
  DANGARFIELD 1463

3142	has	5	natural	calves	with	a	386	ACI.		She	has	sold	1	son	privately	and	1	daughter	has	been	retained	
in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 16.07.2015,	26.09.2016,	24.09.2017,	28.09.2018,	9.10.2019

CALVING DATES: 

  ABERDEEN EMINENCE
	 NUGAROI	UTOPIA	(P)
	 	 NUNGAROI	KYLIE	(P)
SIRE:  CANOWINDRA LEGEND (P)
	 	 CANOWINDRA		B64	(P)
 QUANDILLA A29
  QUANDILLA X36

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

  P-0024	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD P-0024 (P)59

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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7140	has	2	natural	calves	with	a	359	ACI.

CALVING DATES: 1.11.2018,	26.10.2019

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 5337
SIRE:  GREENUP LEICESTER L76
  
 EIDSVOLD STATION D87
  

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7140
	 	 DANGARFIELD	NAVIGATOR	(PS)	
 DANGARFIELD 9361
  DANGARFIELD 2552

	 DAN20MD243	 D243	 26.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD D24363

Heifer’s	first	calf.

CALVING DATES: 

	 	 DANGARFIELD	NAVIGATOR	(PS)	
	 DANGARFIELD	RENAULT	(PS)
  DANGARFIELD 4601
SIRE:  WARRILLEE  JEDDA (P)
  GYRANDA ZURICH
 WARRILLEE  799
  WARRILLEE  GLAMOUR 197

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL HEIFER
  
 
  

  O-0115	 1.09.2019	 24	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD O-011562LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  ......................................................... Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES: DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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66 DANGARFIELD P-0004 (P)
  P-0004	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 5337
SIRE:  GREENUP LICORICE (P) 
  
	 GREENUP		ELLE	(P)(AI)
  

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

CALVING DATES: 

67 DANGARFIELD D112 (P)
	 DAN20MD112	 D112	 11.07.2019	 26	mths	 Herd Bull

	 	 GREENUP	DOWNPOUR	D4	(P)
	 WIGHTFIELDS	DOWNPOUR	H5	(AI)
  WIGHTFIELDS RM32
SIRE:  EIDSVOLD STN DOWNPOUR L184 (P)(PP)
	 	 WACO	PENNANT
 EIDVOLD STN D281
  EIDSVOLD STN Z41

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 7207
  
 DANGARFIELD 1683
  DANGARFIELD 9467

7207	has	had	2	natural	calves	with	a	508	ACI.		D112	(P)	is	this	heifer’s	first	calf.	

CALVING DATES: 11.07.2019,	30.11.2020

64 DANGARFIELD D216 (PS)
	 DAN20MD216	 D216	 30.08.2019	 25	mths	 Herd Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 4919 (P)
  
 
  

4919	(P)	has	6	natural	calves	with	a	379	ACI.		She	has	1	daughter	retained	in	our	stud	herd.

CALVING DATES: 15.10.2015,	14.10.2016,	13.09.2017,	14.08.2018,	30.08.2019,	26.12.2020

65 DANGARFIELD D206 (P)
	 DAN20MD206	 D206	 1.07.2019	 26	mths	 Herd Bull

  CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION
 BULLAMAKINKA JAGUAR 
  KELLY WALLAH Z21
SIRE:  DANGARFIELD ZULU
  WARRILLEE VERNON 
 DANGARFIELD 0322
  DANGARFIELD 9226

  
 
  
DAM:  DANGARFIELD 2257 (P)
  
 
  

2257	(P)	has	7	natural	calves	with	a	369	ACI,	plus	4	ET	calves.		She	was	a	donor	in	2017.		2257	(P)	
has	sold	1	son	at	auction,	Chainsaw	(P)	for	$14	000	to	Hatcham	Downs	and	2	sons	privately.		She	has	 
2	daughters	retained	in	our	commercial	herd.

CALVING DATES: 9.09.2013,	27.10.2014,	28.09.2015,	6.09.2016,	DONOR	2017,	12.06.2018,	1.07.2019,	
3.01.2021

LOT LOT

LOT LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  



Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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69 DANGARFIELD P-0011 (PS)
  P-0011	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 5337
SIRE:  GREENUP LICORICE (P) 
  
	 GREENUP		ELLE	(P)(AI)
  

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

CALVING DATES: 

70 DANGARFIELD P-0007
  P-0007	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 5337
SIRE:  GREENUP LICORICE (P) 
  
	 GREENUP		ELLE	(P)(AI)
  

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

CALVING DATES: 
CALVING DATES: 

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 5337
SIRE:  GREENUP LICORICE (P) 
  
	 GREENUP		ELLE	(P)(AI)
  

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

  P-0016	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD P-0016 (P)68

LOT

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:  

LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   
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Purchaser:  ..........................................................................................................        $  .........................................................

DAM NOTES:

KG DLG P8 RIB EMA SCR MOR
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COVID-19 
The DANGARFIELD sale will operate under the current QLD 
COVID-19 requirements on the day. Fortunately, agriculture 
is recognised as an essential service, with livestock auctions 
listed as exempt activities under the Morrison Government. 

The health and well-being of registered 
buyers, agents and workers is our high-
est priority.  To ensure their safety, we are     
advising that entry to the stud sale complex 
should be limited to essential attendees.  Do 
not attend the sale in person if you have any 
cold or flu symptoms or if you have travelled 
in the last 14 days to a place identified as a 
COVID-19 hotspot, have had contact with 
a COVID-19 infected person in the previous 
fortnight, or are awaiting test results. If this 
is you, please stay at home and participate 
on ELITE LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS or over the 
phone. Feel free to contact us to work out 
an arrangement.

All on-property sale attendees (including 
workers) will be required to sign in/register 
with their contact details when    entering. If 
an attendee’s presence is deemed non-es-
sential, entry may not be granted.  Ample 
hand sanitizer will be supplied on the day 
at our “COVID Clearing Dip” and social dis-
tancing will be observed.

INTERSTATE TRAVELLERS: If you are 
travelling from NSW for the day, no entry is 
required to return back into NSW but each 
NSW resident will need to apply online for 
a current QLD Entry Pass in order to enter 
the state. 

REFRESHMENTS:  Subject to change, lunch 
and refreshments will be served under the 
current QLD COVID-19 requirements on 
the day. Self-serving and queuing areas will 
be clearly marked with social distancing 
requirements. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY OF VISITORS:  
COVID-19 social distancing and frequent 
hand sanitizing must occur whenever pos-
sible.  It is important everyone continues to 
stay 1.5     metres away from others wherever 
possible, unless visitors are from the same 
household where they will be permitted to sit 
beside each other. The sale ring grandstand 
will be set up as per current social distancing 
requirements. 

We recognise that the management of 
this pandemic is continually evolving with 
measures that can sometimes change on a 
near-daily basis.  We will continue to monitor 
and implement any recommendations and 
control measures advised be the Australian 
and Queensland Governments.  

We will do our absolute best to provide 
a safe and clean facility, but it’s a bit like 
farm safety. You can have all the signs and 
precautions but we please ask to assess 
your own risks and mitigate as best you can.

CALVING DATES: 

	 	 DANGARFIELD	PATROL	CHIEF
	 DANGARFIELD	TYCOON	(P)
  DANGARFIELD 5337
SIRE:  GREENUP LICORICE (P) 
  
	 GREENUP		ELLE	(P)(AI)
  

  
 
  
DAM:  PUREBRED COMMERCIAL COW
  
 
  

  P-0015	 1.10.2019	 23	mths	 Herd Bull

DANGARFIELD P-0015 (P)71LOT

SB No:  Tattoo:  DOB:  Age:   
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any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23.1.  Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by the buyer, 
which the agent is not bound to do. The agent is then the del credere agent of the 
vendor at law.

 23.2.   The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in 
clause 23.3.

 23.3.   When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by 
operation of the law, the parties agree that, subject to clause 23.5 the agent is 
subrogated to all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions against 
the buyer.

 23.4.   The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession or 
other action to recover any livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full, or the 
Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and conditions:

  (a)  when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by reselling the 
livestock); and

  (b)  when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the rights of the 
vendor by subrogation or assignment under these terms and conditions (whether 
in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title to the livestock has not passed to the 
agent, by selling the livestock as agent of the vendor without the agent having to 
account to the vendor for the proceeds of sale.

 23.5.  The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of all or 
any of its rights under these terms and conditions and any debts created pursuant 
to it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under clause 23.3).

 23.6.  The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to: 

  (a)  do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts necessary or 
desirable to perfect or improve the rights and interests afforded, or intended to be 
afforded, to the agent under these terms and conditions; and

  (b)  appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may do as the 
vendor’s attorney.

 23.7.  These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as vendor 
nor entitle the buyer to set off against the agent any right the buyer may have 
against the vendor or otherwise.

 23.8.  The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended solely 
for the benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and the vendor. The liabilities and 
obligations of the buyer will not be in any way affected:

  (a)  by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or

  (b)  by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply with the 
terms of this clause 23.

 23.9.  The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under 
these terms and conditions without any deduction, withholding, set off or 
counterclaim whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set off 
or counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as against the vendor or 
the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any other person including any assignor 
of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and conditions.

24. (a)  The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less such commission 
as is agreed between the vendor and the agent, and in the absence of any agreement 
such amount as is reasonable, and less the Fees that are payable by the vendor 
that were incurred by the agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the 
livestock.

 (b)  In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the vendor then the agent 
has no liability to the vendor for the amount of such payment. Further, if the agent pays 
the vendor any amount which the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the 
same livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the agent may 
debit that amount to an account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

 (c)  Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is not under 
obligation so to do, instead of deducting payments owed to it by the vendor, debit the 
amount of the commission and fees to an account held in the name of the vendor by 
the agent. 

25. (a)  The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose of 
selling the livestock comprised in the lots. The terms of engagement between the 
auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by the auctioneer 
to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and 
the surrounding environments.

 (b)  The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several duties under 
the Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines for the Land Transport of 
Livestock and further to consign, manage, receive, transport and handle livestock in 
accordance with any other or additional requirements of animal welfare legislation 
specific to the jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, managed, received, 
transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT 
PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION

26.  This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals sold at 
auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the livestock are transported 
direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter 
does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells the livestock to a 
slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy. 

27.  The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered for sale at 
auction:

 (a)  pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and inspections at the 
time of slaughter;.

 (b) are of merchantable quality;

 (c) carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;

 (d)  in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale catalogue that the 
livestock have particular  characteristics or are fit for a particular purpose or market, 
and such representations are based on information in any document, the livestock will 
have those characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and

 (e)  all information in any document provided by the vendor is true, complete and correct 
in all material respects.

28.  In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided such breach 
is notified by the buyer to the agent by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer 

then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price of such of the vendor’s livestock 
to which the breach applies.

29.  However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected outright 
but are instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the livestock at their next 
highest and best use.

30.  In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor will also be 
liable to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might establish but the buyer will 
take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the agent and vendor to mitigate both the 
effect of the breach and the amount of any loss.

31.  Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign material 
contamination and provided such test is certified and notified as required by these 
vendor warranty terms, then:

 (a)  the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock in that lot only; or

 (b)  the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the companion animals, 
if allowed by law; or of having the livestock slaughtered in which event the risk of 
further condemnations will be that of the vendor. Where product integrity is potentially 
jeopardised, the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock 
back to the consigning property at the vendor’s cost.

32.   The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s warranty 
arising out of:

 (a)  any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the NVD completed 
by the vendor to the pre-sale catalogue or the buyers post-sale summary;

 (b)  any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any breach by the 
vendor of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer establishes that the agent knew of 
such breach prior to the sale; and

 (c)  any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose in the pre-
sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD that is complete in all 
material aspects.

CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE

33.  This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals sold at 
auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle are transported 
direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter 
does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. A 
slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

34.  Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle for sale 
that are fit for human consumption. Cattle are fit for human consumption if they are not 
condemned as unfit by government. Owners risk applies if the condemnation is due 
to a condition in the animal which the buyer establishes, by the relevant government 
certificate, existed prior to the fall of the hammer.

35.  A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price of that 
animal to the vendor. The buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs incurred after the 
fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and disposal of the animal.

36.  Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter applies if all 
of the following are satisfied:

 (a)   a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant NLIS RFID tag number 
and PIC, the date of the certificate, the reason for condemnation and that the reason 
for condemnation existed prior to the fall of the hammer;

 (b)  the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form or by fax or 
electronic communication in the form of data, text or imaging by 5:00pm on the 7th 
day after the fall of the hammer; and 

 (c)  if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows testing in a 
government approved laboratory which establishes maximum residue limits in excess 
of the Australian limit.

37.  Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason for 
condemnation is any of bruising, fever, partial condemnation or emaciation. 

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION

NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings Penalties for collusive 
practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 for a 
person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to 
induce another person by a collusive practice to do any of the following:

  (i) to abstain from bidding; or
  (ii) to bid to a limited extent only; or
  (iii) to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.

Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices. The auctioneer 
has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer clearly and precisely 
announces that fact prior to the sale. 

Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to 
acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid was made. A person must not participate in 
collusive practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from bidding, 
not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent free and open 
competition.

WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.It is an offence to:

  (i)  induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means of a 
promise, expressed or implied, that the other person will have the right to elect to 
take over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to become the owner; 

  (ii)  abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;
  (iii)  knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any 

name other than that of the actual successful bidder;
  (iv)  enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the 

actual successful bidder; or
  (v)  in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of the 

buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm or corporation on whose behalf the 
sale is conducted.

The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to make 
no more than three bids.

© FEBRUARY 2017 Australian Livestock & Property Agents Association Limited All rights reserved.
Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright.

These Livestock Auction Terms & Conditions of Sale are provided to ALPA members as 
recommended terms and conditions only.

ALPA LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY

1. (a)  A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale by auction.

 (b)  An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and conditions by 
conducting an auction sale.

 (c) A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.

 (d) Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010

  It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition with each other 
to make, or give effect to, a contract, arrangement or understanding that contains a 
provision relating to:

  i. price-fixing; or
  ii. restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
  iii. allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
  iv. bid-rigging; or
  v. collusive bidding.

 Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct.

2. (a)  In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor respectively 
includes the servants, contractors and agents of each of them. The auctioneer, agent, 
buyer and vendor shall be wholly responsible for the acts and omissions of their 
respective servants, contractors and agents. The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as 
the law and context permits, the vendor’s agent.

 (b)  When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals” means all animals 
originating from the same property on a particular day. Where lots are split and sent to 
multiple establishments, then all of these animals shall be regarded as companions.

3. The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:

 (a) The following words have the following meanings: 

   Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred or relating to 
these terms and  conditions and the sale and purchase of livestock including, without 
limitation, transaction levies, yard and weigh dues, cartage, advertising and rebates, 
and whether paid for, or incurred, by the agent;

  Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and conditions; and

   Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer referred to in 
clause 7 of these terms and conditions

  (i)   plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the purchase of livestock 
that are payable by the buyer; and

  (ii) plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.

 (b)   These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in the State in 
which the auction is conducted and in the event of any conflict then the legislation or 
regulation will prevail. The provisions of these terms and conditions are in addition to, 
and do not derogate from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out 
in legislation and regulation in the State in which the auction is conducted.

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE

4.   Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of the vendor 
to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the buyer.

5.  The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right is notified 
prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law. 

6.  A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in accordance with 
clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.

7.  Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and receive any 
further bids. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the 
amount at which the lot has been sold.

8.   In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the successful bidder 
or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The auctioneer’s decision is final.

9.   The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in 
the best interest of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.

10.   A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder has given to 
the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of another person.

11.   The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at the fall of 
the hammer:

 (a) the purchaser’s name; or

 (b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or

 (c) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made; and

 (d) the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.

12.   The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be exclusive of Goods 
and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of the hammer for those sales 
subject to GST.

13. The vendor warrants;

 (a)  That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the time of delivery; and

 (b)  That the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s obligations under 
this contract inc payment.

14.  If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which includes the 
requirements of State law, any livestock knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold by 
public auction or private contract in whatever lots and manner the auctioneer decides. 
The re-sale may be with or without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is 
responsible for all loss and expense arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any 
resulting profit.

15.  The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price in 
immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior to delivery unless 
some other time for payment is specified in an agreement between the buyer and the 
auctioneer that was made before the fall of the hammer. If, before delivery, payment has 
not been made then clauses 20 to 23 apply.

16.  No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person has made 
arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for livestock purchased. If bids 

in breach of this condition are inadvertently accepted, delivery shall not be given until 
the purchase money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly 
negatived as far as possible.

17. (a)  Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk and expense 
of the buyer upon the fall of the Hammer.

 (b)  Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the risk and expense 
of the buyer immediately after weighing.

 (c)  All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk and expense of 
the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

18. (a)  Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.

 (b)  The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer and ending at 
the first of:

  (i) delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
  (ii) departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or
  (iii) one hour after the last animal is:
   a. in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or
   b. in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.

 (c)  During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is lame, blind or 
diseased where that condition existed prior to the fall of the hammer but could not be 
reasonably observed when the animal was in the selling pen.

 (d)  If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the sale of that 
animal is cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor or sold on such terms 
as any buyer and the agent may agree, after the agent has disclosed the reason for 
rejection to that buyer.

 (e)  This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at auction for 
slaughter. The agent has responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (but not 
death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from the time of the fall of the hammer, for 
delivery to and from the scales, to the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s 
nominated transport. This responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding 
the buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the  sale. This subclause 
does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that effect prior to sale.

19. (a)  Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and warranties expressed 
or implied by law are hereby excluded from the sale to the extent that the law allows. 
All lots are open for inspection prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold 
with all faults, if any. No compensation shall be given for any faults, mperfections, 
errors of description, number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.

 (b)  Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the provision of 
relevant information in terms of legislation or regulation concerning the National 
Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must be made by 5:00pm on the seventh day 
after the fall of the hammer. No objection, requisition or claim against the vendor or 
agent in respect of such error or misdescription can be made after that time.

 (c)  Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to 
the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall mean 
and require only that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by 
a qualified veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has 
been tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the opinion 
of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date. 

 (d)   For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure 
that any NLIS cattle device number is transferred from the saleyard PIC to the 
purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

 (e)  For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort 
to ensure that the NLIS information is transferred from the saleyard PIC to the 
purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

 (f)  Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived from the 
National Vendor Declaration (NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP database, the agent will 
inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or announce the status prior to the 
offering of those lots.

20.  If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative before full 
payment of the Price, then until full payment is received, the buyer:

 (a) does not acquire title to the livestock;

 (b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;

 (c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;

 (d)  must store the stock separately or so that they are readily distinguishable from other 
livestock owned by the buyer;

 (e) is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;

 (f)  may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the livestock. As between 
the buyer and the  ubsequent buyer, the sale shall be made by the buyer in its own 
name and not as agent for the vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the 
sale shall be made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

 (g)  must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale separately from its 
other money and hold those proceeds, together with the benefits of any rights against 
subsequent buyers, on trust for the vendor.

21. The purchaser agrees that:

 (a)  Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal Property 
Securities Act (Cth) 2009 (PPSA);

 (b)  the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller (and/or the Agent if Clause 25 
applies) to register a financing statement under the PPSA with respect to the security 
interest created by this clause;

 (c)  the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;

 (d)  to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser has under the 
PPSA to receive notices; and

 (e)  the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes into force is the 
first date on which livestock are delivered pursuant to this contract

22.  The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the vendor or its 
agent under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any loss, 
damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor, the agent or 
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Thanks for being  
a part of our 

33rd Annual sale

Ben & Amanda Adams
“Kingswood” 

150 Aqua Park Road Taroom Q 4420
P: 07 4627 3745  M: 0427 061 081

E: admin@dangarfield.com.au

Robert Adams
“Kingswood” 

MS 490 Taroom Q 4420
M: 0427 273 656 

We wish you a safe trip home,  
and hope to see you again next year

www.dangarfield.com.au



Ben & Amanda Adams
“Kingswood”  

150 Aqua Park Road Taroom Q 4420 
P: 07 4627 3745  M: 0427 061 081 

E: admin@dangarfield.com.au

www.dangarfield.com.au
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